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Outdoor
Learning

Today we are going to collect lots of sticks to help us with some of our activities
for this week as we’re learning about Stick Man! I want you to go outside, go for a
nice walk and see if you can find any sticks. Do the sticks look different from
different trees? Or from different places?
While you are on your stick hunt I have some challenges for you….
Can you find a stick that is longer than your arm?
Can you find a stick that is shorter than your finger?
Can you find a stick that is the same length as your hand?
Can you find a stick that is longer than your foot?

Outdoor Learning
Video, Collecting
Sticks with Miss
Sparks

Photos or
videos of the
different
length sticks
they find.

Outdoor
Learning

Now you have collected your sticks we are going to see if we can make any shapes
with them!
Can you make a square?
Can you make a triangle?
Can you make a rectangle?
Is it possible it make a circle?
See if you can count how many sides and corners your new stick shapes have got.

Outdoor Learning
Video, Making
shapes with Miss
Sparks

Photos or
videos making
your stick
shapes.

Expressive
Arts and
Design
(Design
Technology)

Today we are going to use our sticks again! This time we are going to join some of
our sticks together to see if you can make a Stick Man.
Have a look around your house and see if you can find anything to join your sticks
together. This might be string, wool, sellotape or glue. If you don’t have any of
these things at home, don’t worry because you could lay your sticks down to make
the shape of your stick man.
You may want to use other materials around the house to make eyes for him, or
some feet or clothes?
You may even want to use some extra natural materials from outside e.g leaves.

Design Technology
Video, making stick
man with Miss
Palmer.

Photos
making Stick
Man

Expressive
Arts and
Design
(Design
Technology)

Today we are going to use our sticks again, but this time we are going to make
Stick Man’s family from the story.
Did you like the materials you used yesterday? Do you want to use these again? Or
you may want an extra challenge for yourself and see if you can make his family
using a different way of joining the sticks. For example, if you used sellotape
yesterday you may want to use string today and see which one was better or
easier? See if you can add eyes and feet to his family. Check back to the story to
make sure you haven’t missed anyone!

Design Technology
Video, making stick
man’s family with
Miss Palmer.

Photos of
making Stick
Man’s family

Personal,
Social and
Emotional
education.

All week we’ve been learning about Stick Man and his family, today we’re going to
discuss your family! Families are really special and important. They can help us
when we are feeling sad, scared or even if we’re lost like Stick Man was. I want
you to think about all the important people in your family.
Who is in your family?
Who lives in your house?
What are their names? And who are they to you? Are they your sister? Brother?
Mum? Dad? Dog?
Can you draw a picture of your family and label their names underneath?

Draw and
label your
family

For an extra challenge, do you have any cousins? Aunties? Uncles? Grandparents?
Can you name them?

